Probing Elastic and Viscous Properties of Phospholipid Bilayers Using Neutron Spin Echo Spectroscopy.
The elastic and viscous properties of self-assembled amphiphilic membranes dictate the intricate hierarchy of their structure and dynamics ranging from the diffusion of individual molecules to the large-scale deformation of the membrane. We previously demonstrated that neutron spin echo spectroscopy measurements of model amphiphilic membranes can access the naturally occurring submicrosecond membrane motions, such as bending and thickness fluctuations. Here we show how the experimentally measured fluctuation parameters can be used to determine the inherent membrane properties and demonstrate how membrane viscosity and compressibility modulus are influenced by lipid composition in a series of simple phosphatidylcholine bilayers with different tail lengths as a function of temperature. This approach highlights the interdependence of the bilayer elastic and viscous properties and the collective membrane dynamics and opens new avenues to investigating the mechanical properties of more complex and biologically inspired systems.